
Uniframe®

Tables and Convertible Bench
easy to operate |easy to move | easy to store
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Convert a room to anything you want it to be ...
cafeteria, study hall, gymnasium, assembly or meeting
room. Uniframe accommodates any number of functions
in one space.

It’s never been easier. Uniframe is easy to operate, easy
to move, easy to rearrange, easy to store, even easy to
clean under.

Its unique combination of pneumatic lift assist and torsional
energy system enable smooth, effortless operation.

Rely on Uniframe’s superior strength and proven durability.
Unitized all-steel frames provide superior strength and are
cycle tested 6,000 times. An industry-leading, fifteen-year
warranty ensures the lowest life cycle costs.

Uniframe’s versatile and adaptable styles, shapes,
heights, and dimensions provide ideal solutions for any
multi-use space.

Sit on it. Sit at it. Nest it. Roll it away.

UNIFRAME
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RECTANGULAR TABLES WITH SEATING

WITH BENCHES
- Sizes - 8', 10', or 12' lengths
- Heights - 27"or 29"

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE W/ BENCHES
- Size - 12'
- Height - 31”
- Section of seating removed for access

WITH SPLIT BENCHES
- Size - 12' length only
- Heights - 27" or 29"

WITH STOOLS
- Sizes - 8' (8 stools), 10' (12 stools), or 12' (either 12 or 16 stools)
- Stools - textured polypropylene or thermoset hard plastic
- Heights - 27" or 29"

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE W/STOOLS
- Sizes - 12' (either 12 or 16 stools)
- Stools - textured polypropylene or thermoset hard plastic
- Heights - 31"
- Section of seating removed for access

Tables nest in a condensed footprint, requiring
minimal storage space.

Split benches have a generous 4-1/2” clearance
between seats for greater comfort and easy access.

Stool seats store parallel to the tabletop,
discouraging children from climbing and minimizing
dust build-up.4



ROUND TABLES WITH SEATING

With ample doorway clearance, tables can be safely
moved in the closed and locked position through
standard door openings.

Seat support design allows easy egress from
either side

WITH SPLIT BENCHES
- Sizes - 60" table diameter only (81"
total diameter)
- Heights - 27" or 29"

WITH STOOLS
- Sizes - 60" table diameter only (81" total diameter with 8 stools)
- Stools - textured polypropylene or thermoset hard plastic
- Heights - 27", 29" or 31" WA (with seating section removed for wheelchair access)
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SHAPE TABLES

SQUARE
- Size - 48"
- Heights - 27", 29", or WA
31.5"

HEXAGONAL
- Size - 48"
- Heights - 27", 29", or WA
31.5"

ROUND
- Sizes - 48", 60", or 72"
diameter
- Heights - 27", 29", or WA
31.5"

ROUND STAND-UP
- Sizes - 48" or 60" diameter
- Height - 42"

OVAL
- Sizes - 60"x66" or
60"x72"
- Heights - 27", 29", or
WA 31.5"

RECTANGULAR
- Sizes - 8', 10', or 12'
- Heights - 27", 29", or WA
31.5

OCTAGONAL
- Size - 60"
- Heights - 27", 29", or WA 31.5"

Central hinge design has three hinges for increased
strength, stability and table life.

Semi-open safety lock must be purposely released
before table can be fully opened.
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CONVERTIBLE BENCHES

27" or 29" worksurface height Hinged sliding ganger allows tables to be moved
while ganged.

BENCH
- Size - 96"
- Heights - 27" or 29"
- Bench with back support converts
to bench with worksurface
- Nests for compact storage

Gang two benches together to create table for
lunch time or group projects

Nest folded benches for easy storageConvert from seat with back (shown above) to
seat with worksurface
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Learn more about 
Uniframe Tables and
Convertible Bench

Pneumatic lift assist
combined with a torsional
energy storage system on
tables with seating
provides controlled,
effortless folding.

SAFETY AND DURABILITY

ACCESSIBILITY

DESIGN OPTIONS

Storage lock engages
automatically when
table is folded. Lock
release is accessible
from either side.

Gravity down-lock
prevents table from
unexpectedly folding.
Lock released from
either side.

Poly stools attach to a
heavy, 11-gauge metal
plate for greater strength,
stability and durability.
Thermoset hard plastic
stools attach with
carriage bolts.

To prevent unwanted
rolling or movement,
the weight is off the
casters when tables are
open. Casters have
tamper-resistant covers.

12" ABS plastic glides
protect floors. Increased
surface area reduces
pressure points and
prevents floor damage.

Shape tables are available
with WA (31" H)
worksurfaces. Rectangular
tables with benches or
stools are also available as
wheelchair accessible
models.

T-leg tables provide
increased knee room
and seating capacity.

Frames available in black
or chrome plus 22
additional premium
powdercoat colors.

Three edge styles and a
variety of colors: 3/4"
PVC (73P) in 24 colors,
flat vinyl (BN) in 9 colors,
or KI’s exclusive Perfect
Edge in black only.

Perfect Edge is thicker
and more resilient than
any other edge. It
absorbs impact upon
contact, preventing
damage to table
surfaces and walls.

Perfect Edge prevents
penetration by liquid or
food particles that can
lead to bacterial build-
up. Lifetime warranty.


